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Warm Up
What do we already 
know about 
Christopher 
Columbus?

Notebooks page 2 
label: “Columbian 
Exchange”

2nd Period, grab red 
textbooks, please. 



Current Events



One track mind...

Christobal Colon grew 
up in a port town in 
Italy. 

He was born to be a 
sailor. 



One track mind...

As a young man, he is 
sailing west and is 
shipwrecked.

Many of the crew 
perish, Columbus 
survives. He settles in 
Portugal.

Completely devotes his 
life to becoming a great 
explorer.



Goals:

Land for Spain (himself)

Convert conquered people 
to Catholicism

Find gold, gold and more 
gold



Finally, success...

Columbus gets the 
funding he needs. 

Travels west and finds 
land. 



So, how did it go?

Santa Maria Found? 
http://www.cnn.com/2
014/05/13/world/ameri
cas/christopher-colum
bus-santa-maria/

Santa Maria not found.
http://www.cnn.com/2014
/10/07/world/americas/un
-columbus-santa-maria-cl
aim/
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Results

Spain becomes the 
leader of global trade 
and gets a head start 
in the New World.

Trade markets open 
up for Europeans

Life drastically 
changes for native 
peoples of the New 
World.

Europeans find places 
in the New World to 
explore.



In what ways does Columbus’ arrival 
change the lives of native peoples?



European Powers...

Portugal takes eastern South 
America (Now Brazil).
Spain takes Colorado and sw
France inland North America
England with Atlantic coast of 
North America
Where are the US colonies?



What did this mean for different 
people of the world?



Voyages

Analyze pages 40 & 
41 & the map on page 
41 of your textbook. 



Voyages

1- What did Columbus 
find on his first 
journey?
2- Which Caribbean 
islands did they 
encounter on their 
voyages?

Page 2 in notebook:



In what ways does Columbus’ arrival 
change the lives of native peoples?



Disease & war, but mostly disease.

In 1492, there were 
roughly 5 million 
American Indians in the 
Americas. By 1900, there 
were roughly 200,000.



Population result

Basically, the 
population went from 
that of today’s 
Colorado in 1492 to 
how many live in 
Lincoln.



Create mind map on your page 2 on 
Christopher Columbus. 



Classwork



Add on...



The Columbian Exchange



Exit Ticket:

What are some positives 
and negatives of the 
Columbian Exchange?



Crash course?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQPA5oNpfM4



